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CHILUCE | RIVA PERSEO 76’
Riva | 23.35 mt | 2017 | 6 guests
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Builder RIVA

Year 2017

Length 23.35 mt

Beam 5.75 mt 

Draft 1.9 mt

Hull configuration planing hull

Engines 2 x MAN 1800

Guests 6 in 3 cabins

Crew 2

Flag Italian

Rate per week  July & August 45.000 € + APA

Rate per week  June & Sept 40.000 € + APA

CHILUCE | MAIN FEATURES
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DESCRIPTION
Chiluce is a luxury Riva Perseo 76' for charter, 

synonymous with elegance and style in which the 

distinctly sporty aesthetic mark heralds 

high-level performance.

The sleek profile,  a generous bow living area with 

sunbathing area and large windows are just some 

of the key features of this Riva. The cockpit offers 

absolute comfort thanks to very large spaces. 

This luxury yacht immediately strikes for its 

sporty features and elegance, further enhanced 

by its colour shades. 
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DESCRIPTION
The luxury sporty look is further highlighted by 

the over 40 square meters of glazed surfaces: the 

large hull glazing, the side glazing on the main 

deck, the wide windshield.

Developed on two levels, with living and dining 

area on the main deck and guest cabins below 

deck. Riva 76 Perseo yacht comes in a classic 

3-cabin layout featuring the owner's suite 

amidships with ensuite bathroom and forward 

VIP and twin bed cabin both with ensuites.

All rooms are spacious, bright and equipped with 

understated and elegant furnishings. 
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CHILUCE | LAYOUT
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https://app.lapentor.com/sphere/chiluce?scene=6308ebad704bdd59f2027c19
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CHILUCE | VIDEO

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XO-Xa5DeWCU


Contact us  for a real-time consultancy
+390118185211
corrado.dimajo@equinoxe.it
alessandro.ussi@equinoxe.it

 «For 36 years we have the same mission: offering professional consultation to 
those seeking to sell, buy, build and charter a boat.»

Equinoxe s.r.l.

Via dei Mille, 18 

10123 Torino, Italy

www.equinoxeyachts.com

www.facebook.com/equinoxeyachts/
www.instagram.com/equinoxeyachts/
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